Mallori DeSalle, 1999
Director

Mallori was raised outside of Lincoln, Nebraska and graduated from Waverly High School in
1997. She attended Cottey where she lived in Robertson Hall in both Louisiana and Oklahoma
Suites. Mallori was selected as Freshman of the Year and awarded the Lauren Kimmel
Scholarship during her second year. Mallori served as a student representative on the
committee that recommended inter-collegiate athletics at Cottey. Mallori supported the
development of the Peer Empowerment program (peer counselors) was an orientation leader
and resident hall assistant in her second year. While earning both associate degrees offered at
that time (A.A. and A.S.), Mallori graduated in the top 10 of the class of 1999.
Mallori attended Nebraska Wesleyan University and earned a B.S. degree in Psychology with
double minor in sociology and anthropology in 2001. Mallori completed a M.A. in counseling
from Truman State University in 2003. She pursued licensure and worked in mental health
treatment in Missouri and Pennsylvania before moving to Indiana in 2008.
Mallori is currently a licensed mental health counselor, nationally certified counselor,
medication-assisted treatment specialist and an internationally certified prevention specialist.
Since 2008, she has been an adjunct faculty member and research associate in the Department
of Applied Health Science in the School of Public Health at Indiana University, Bloomington.
Within the university, Mallori serves Prevention Insights (a center at IUB) as the SBIRT Program
Manager and Lead Motivational Interviewing (MI) Trainer. She is a member of the Motivational
Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT) and listed on the National Addiction Technology
Transfer Center SBIRT Trainers’ Registry. Mallori provides MI, SBIRT and a variety of other
substance use and mental health related trainings to multidisciplinary audiences both
nationally and internationally.

Mallori has been a member of several professional leadership organizations. Current, she
serves as Board of Directors for the Association for Applied and Therapeutic Humor, an
international non-profit organization that supports the use of humor to impact health.

Mallori joined her mother and grandmother’s PEO chapter (FF, Lincoln, Nebraska) in 1999 and
has since transferred her membership to Chapter BQ (Bloomington, IN) where she is joined by
her mother-in-law. When she isn’t laughing, listening or learning, she is spending time with her
husband (Dan) of nearly 20 years and three children {Graham, Lillian, and Emerson (named
after her Cottey Society)}.

